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If I’m completely honest, on first reading, I missed most of the nuance and richness of All My Sons.
I didn’t really understand why Andrew was keen for me to make a return to the Rep to direct it or 
why people kept telling me that it was their favourite play. One thing was clear; it showed great 
respect for Greek tragedy in which the protagonist must wrestle with his previous mistakes and 
face his reckoning, while exploring the father/son relationship.

But it turns out – lucky for me – it’s one of those onion like plays that keeps on revealing itself  
layer by layer.

In my early readings there was one central storyline I was obsessed by – that of Kate’s  
undeterred state of denial around her son being missing in action. At that time I was living through 
the early days of unbearable grief and a whole new understanding of survival and the value of 
family was evolving for me. Miller’s writing was so insightful and empathetic that I knew then,  
I wanted to direct it.

Latterly, as loss became the ‘new normal’ and I began to readjust to see again what was happening 
in the rest of the world, the questions Miller asks around societal and individual responsibility began 
to materialise further each time I read it. In taking a moment to reflect on what those returning 
WW2 soldiers believed they fought for, I couldn’t help but wonder where we are headed? How do 
we learn from the mistakes that came before us and, as Chris asks his Mother, “to be better?”

It is testament to Miller’s writing that more riches and beauty have continued to emerge with each 
day. Exploring all of these and drawing them out with this extraordinarily talented company has 
been a real joy.

Returning to the Rep to direct All My Sons has been – like Chris, Ann and George – a return to the 
place I grew up. It’s not the garden I ran through but it is where I grew up as a director. Where I met 
my husband. Where I had my children. Now I see a city that’s a long way ahead of the Kellers. One 
that’s looked back in order to move forward. A city that has evolved to become more internationally 
outward looking, and strives to be better. It’s wonderful to be back.

Jemima Levick
Director

WELCOME
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MEET THE DIRECTOR

So my name is Jemima and I am the Director of All My Sons. 

It’s a bit like coming home really, in the same way as lots of the characters in All My Sons come 
home, I feel like I’ve come home as well and come back to my theatrical family. It’s a play about 
responsibility and whether that’s individual responsibility and social responsibility, I think it’s about 
the American dream and about how that’s dismantled in front of us. I think it’s a play about justice 
and honesty and I think it’s about survival really. 

There’s something about reflecting to a contemporary audience what people were thinking in 1947 
and what we’re thinking now and it’s about all of those things we just talked about, about justice 
and survival. I think those are things that are all relevant now just as they were in 1947, although 
our context is different. 

We’re in week three now, we’ve had a blissful week round the table where we talked and we 
researched and we explored what that meant, and we’ve been through the whole play once now 
so we know a little bit more about what a very sketchy shape of it might look like. I guess the way I 
work is, well we work from some kind of blank canvas. It’s about sketching out the shape and then 
colouring it in and as we work through runs and previews and even through performance, you keep 
adding texture and colour as you keep changing it all the time. That’s the joy of theatre really, is 
that it gets to evolve as it goes.

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
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Barrie Hunter: All My Sons is modern day, if you like, Greek Tragedy. The whole action of the play 
takes place within 24 hours in the yard of the Keller home. 
Daniel Cahill: It’s such a dense and deeply tragic story and it really captures the reality of what it’s 
like to be in a family. 
Amy Kennedy: All My Sons to me is about family, it’s about the truth, your responsibility to the truth 
and the world around you. 
Irene Macdougall: It’s about the American dream of bettering yourself, being aspirational. 
Ewan Somers: It’s like watching a car crash in slow motion. The cracks start showing very, very slowly. 
Leanne Traynor: Even though it’s set in 1940’s America, the themes and issues that the family deal 
with could easily be transferred to what people are going through now. 
Barrie Hunter: It’s hard to rehearse it in a way because you have to use your own personal experience 
so sometimes that emotionally can impact on you, you’ve kind of got to go there as part of the 
process. 
Daniel Cahill: You’re dealing with a lot of things, a lot of hard to talk about things in real life, things that 
you would try and put off talking about for as long as you can. It can be quite exhausting at times. 
Leanne Traynor: It’s really good working with the Ensemble and Jemima and the whole Creative 
Team. We’ve managed to find a lot of laughter and playfulness in a play that you wouldn’t think is 
open to that. 
Irene Macdougall: Arthur Miller is such a brilliant Playwright. The way he writes tells you a lot, I 
mean it’s quite Shakespearean. 
Daniel Cahill: There’s no hiding in any of Arthur Miller’s plays. There’s no hiding from reality. What I’m 
looking forward to the most is to just go on that journey with the guys that are in the cast and tell 
such an incredible story.  

MEET THE CAST

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
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MEET THE COMPOSER

I’m David Paul Jones and I am the Composer and Sound Designer for All My Sons. 

I was speaking to Jemima the other day there, she read Arthur Miller actually admitted he didn’t 
leave much space for sound and music in his own play so that’s challenge number one. The 
approach to it, although it’s digitally programmed, I am taking a very classical approach to it.  
I asked Jemima months ago about ‘give me a way in’ and she was like ‘please give me an explosion 
in slow motion’ so as minimal as the presence of music may be, that’s what we’re trying to go for. 

Normally I’m live in the shows so it’s also very different when you’re not because you are gone 
organically. My approach to it at the moment is just sitting in the room and soaking up the energy 
of the brilliant cast. It’s a highly intense show which will only feed itself into the soundtrack I’m sure.

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
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MEET THE LIGHTING DESIGNER
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My name is Chris Davey and I am the Lighting Designer for All My Sons.

Normally, I read the play first of all, try and sit down with a cup of tea, and just read it straight 
through, just get a sense of what the piece is about. I try and talk at length with the director and 
the designer and just try to get under the skin of the piece and understand their approach to it. 
Because the set design is very dance based, sculptural, so I’ve gone for a very dance based look. 
There is a lot of cross light to it so the idea is that hopefully it’s picking out features of the body. I’m 
trying to use an element of searchlights on the floor because it’s all based on pallets. So things like 
that, the resonances of the play, trying to utilise that.

Jemima, director, and Alex, set designer, and me, we have worked together for getting on for 10 
years so we have a lovely shorthand so we kind of know each other’s tastes so that’s always lovely 
to work with people that you know very well.

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pza3MaLSZ9U&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pza3MaLSZ9U&feature=youtu.be


THE MODEL BOX
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BEHIND THE DESIGN
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The set and costumes for All My Sons were designed by Alex Lowde, a designer who works across 
theatre, dance and opera, and has designed for a number of Dundee Rep Ensemble productions 
before, including The Elephant Man, A Doll’s House, She Town and August: Osage County.

We chatted with Leila Kalbassi (Scenic Artist) and Cate Mackie (Head of Wardrobe) about the 
process of working with Alex to realise his design for All My Sons.

SET DESIGN

Can you tell us about the set design process for All My Sons? 

Alex Lowde created a minimalist world for us, set in the backyard of the Keller family home, in a 
mid-western American state – we imagined this to be Michigan. It is post-WW2. Our setting was 
sparse, allowing the emotions and the tensions within the play to slowly unravel. Alex’s design 
gave us a surround of tall steel mesh fencing, boundaries between neighbours, and a stage-width, 
perfect wall, in between; the Keller home, where the truths are hidden.

The backyard was depicted with a clear green toned floor with a key playing area of graphite-tinted 
pallets. The green had a varying selection of small autumnal trees, potted and singularly coloured, 
complementing the tonal complexities of colour within the set and costume design.

Once the original concept had been developed and colours determined, we embarked on creating 
this setting, considering time, cost and practicality. We agreed that the perfect smooth finish of the 
rear wall was paramount and so took the decision to have this plastered to a smooth, continuous 
finish. With the sculpted lighting through the trees, this gave us a beautiful continuation of the 
garden, through its shadows.

The central area had been specifically designed with the industrial recycled plastic pallets. This was 
the main playing space, holding only a collection of matching metal chairs. Below the pallets we had 
a full size sub structure, to hold the rain that dramatically poured down in Act Two as tensions rose 
between father and son.

What were the most challenging aspects of creating this particular set?

Although this is a fixed single set, it holds many complexities in its construction. For one, the steel 
fencing is lightly painted. However, in order for natural rusting to not develop and penetrate the paint, 
all of this needed to be lacquer sealed before its final colour. Quite a smelly job! Equally, the floor, as it 
endures a downpour of rain, required to be heavily protected from water. Not only are there sealers in 
the paint, there were four coats of varnish on its surface to protect it throughout the run.

Below the pallets, we created a sub floor which involved raising the entire staging area and creating 
a central pool, which we then thoroughly lined to ensure the water wouldn’t escape. This sub floor 
needed to be emptied weekly.

As the wall at the rear of the set had to be plastered, this process could not happen until it had 
been fixed in to position on stage. Once it had significant time to dry, the wall required three coats 
of paint – a tricky thing to schedule whilst lighting and teching a show. It is unusual to do such a big 
‘paint job’ in situ.

And finally the trees. After much sourcing and experimenting, Stage Management collected a 
selection of broken branches and assembled them together to create full trees. These also had tiny 
buds of limonium flower attached with glue to give them the right seasonal feel. These trees were 
all then painted the same single colour.



COSTUME DESIGN

How did you work with Alex to realise his costume designs?

We met in August 2018 to discuss the basic ideas Alex had. He had references at that stage of the 
look he wanted. Some were modern catwalk images and some were of the period (late 40s, early 
50s). We decided what to make, what to buy and what to source from the Store or borrow from 
other theatres.

We also talked about the fact that it would rain onstage which meant we had to make or find 
doubles of all of Barrie’s and Dan’s costumes and work out how we could quickly dry the wool 
jackets and trousers without ruining them, as this would have to be done after every show.

We then arranged to meet in London in December for two full days of fabric shopping. We sampled 
from lots of fabric shops and then sat in coffee shops putting the colours together and choosing 
fabrics that would work for the styles Alex wanted. We also went to a few high-end clothes shops  
to look at fabrics – to achieve the look he was going for.

The Wardrobe department started cutting toiles (calico versions of the final pieces) to try on before 
cutting into the actual fabrics. We had bought a lot of wools and silks so we couldn’t afford to 
waste any fabric with mistakes. We then did fittings with the actors in the first week of rehearsals. 
Alex was able to fine-tune the style of the toiles by telling me what changes he wanted and then 
we made those changes to the final garments. The fittings also gave him a chance to look at the 
fabrics with the costume items we had, to make sure it all worked together. Alex then discussed  
the costume fittings with Jemima, the director, to make sure everything worked within the show.

At this stage the Wardrobe department could just get on with cutting, making and finishing all 
of the costumes which were being made – which was most items! We made 11 pairs of tailored 
trousers, 1 skirt, 5 dresses (1 of these was made by our wardrobe trainee), 1 nightdress and 1 
dressing gown. We borrowed some jackets from other theatres and found the rest in our own 
stock. We bought shirts and one jacket. At this stage, I would mostly do extra fittings myself and 
take photographs to send to Alex – he would then phone and we would discuss any changes.

When it finally all got on stage in the Technical Rehearsal, I sat with Alex as each new character 
came on, or when anyone had a costume change. We discussed small details such as shirts being 
dyed and alterations to the costumes. There are always lots of costume notes to do during the Tech 
as it’s the first time everything has been seen together, on the set, with the lights and the actors. 
Sometimes the movement of the actors can mean changes to the costume so as not to restrict 
them. Sometimes use of the set can cause costume changes and often the lights can change the 
colour of certain fabrics so this sometimes means dyeing or picking something different from stock. 

The main way to help a designer realise their designs is through good communication and building 
trust between you. All departments have to have good communication for the show to gel properly 
and work as a whole piece. 

How did the set design choices impact upon the final costume choices?

Due to the rain onstage, the set had to have flooring with holes in it to drain the water away. 
This caused us to have to be very careful with our choice of shoes. For the period, the female 
characters should all have been in a heeled shoe, but the holes were quite big and it would have 
been dangerous for them to wear heels. The catwalk images that Alex had used as reference 
in his design showed the models wearing flat, chunky shoes (brogues, Mary-Janes, etc) with 
slouched-down black socks. Alex decided that this was a good solution and he really liked the look. 
Only Kate, the mother, wore heels and I had to take a rubbing of the set flooring with me when 
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looking for shoes, to make sure that Irene would be safe walking on the set. I also tested them by 
wearing them myself, before getting Irene to try it. There are always lots of safety checks and risk 
assessments done in the lead up to a show.

The use of the onstage rain also had an impact on the costume. We had to budget for 2 extra pairs 
of trousers, 2 extra shirts, 2 extra vests, 2 extra jackets and even 4 pairs of pants as Barrie and Dan 
got soaked right through! We provided dressing gowns for them to warm up and get dry after each 
show. We also looked out waterproofs for them both from the Store to use in the Tech so that they 
would only actually get wet when we were ready to do it for the final time – otherwise they would 
have been getting more and more wet and cold all day. We provided waterproofs for other cast 
members and stage management just in case they got wet too.

The set being so minimal had an impact on the costume too. The set left a very open, calm space 
for the performances and for the tension to build. All My Sons is such a story-centric play and so 
well written, that it was felt that the characters and the evolving story were the most important 
things to be seen. With this in mind, it would have been very strange to have characters covered in 
accessories, jewellery, lots of patterned fabrics, etc – it would have been too fussy. Therefore Alex 
decided to keep the fabrics quite plain and muted colours, he didn’t add watches, jewellery, etc and 
didn’t even give most of the men ties to wear. It was all very stripped back and stylish so that the 
human story could be at the forefront.
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TALKBACK
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Jemima Levick on choosing to direct All My Sons:

I read it the first time and then I spoke to a few people and said ‘Do you know All My Sons? What do 
you think about it?’ and loads of people said to me ‘Oh it’s my favourite play’ and I was like, I must 
have missed something for it to be this many people’s favourite play and to not really have got it, so 
I reread it. I reread it a couple of times and started thinking about it in the context of the Rep and the 
Ensemble actors and who was here, who we might be able to bring in and how that might work […] I 
think I say in my programme notes, it is one of those onion-like plays, it keeps revealing itself to you.  
If I’m completely honest, even as I was working through it with Alex, the Designer, and auditioning 
with it as well – during the first wave of auditions and people were reading it, I started to fall in love 
with it even more. There’s something really amazing about auditions where people read it aloud to 
you and […] it starts coming alive for you through that process which is really wonderful. Tony came 
in and read Jim and I just wanted to cry really and I thought actually these characters are becoming 
more and more lively and more incredible. Once we got in to rehearsal, it kept revealing itself and 
that’s always a sign of a really good play for me, that once you start digging in to it, you start mining 
it, it keeps giving you back a little bit more and a little bit more and a little bit more, you keep finding 
out things new that you didn’t spot before, and not because the play doesn’t work, but because it 
works and it works and it works, no matter what angle you go at it.

Dan Cahill and Amy Kennedy on the future of the love story between Chris and Annie:

Dan: Sometimes through real adversity and through real trauma, like war, people can generate 
some kind of unbreakable bond, like the kind of bond between people who fight in wars together 
is a really different bond to people who go to high school together. People like Chris and Annie who 
would go through something like this and have so much shared history, to me it seems impossible 
for Chris to imagine a life without Annie being a part of it because he would have to forget his life 
up until that point, sometimes that can happen and sometimes that can’t. I think with the moral 
structure that Chris has, or had, and when that gets taken from him, what kind of belief he would 
have in himself to ask that of Annie in spite of what happened.

TALKBACK TRANSCRIPT – KEY QUOTES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajWblZ7tc6Q&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajWblZ7tc6Q&feature=youtu.be


PRESS PREVIEWS
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Amy: I still don’t know if they do or don’t, I think it’s still a question that we haven’t answered and 
it’s quite fun to not know. Miller just cuts it off, we don’t see the aftermath whereas in some of his 
other plays you do see what happens after, here you don’t, everyone just runs away and runs off so, 
I don’t know, they might, they might not, I hope they do.

Jemima Levick on the set design for All My Sons:

We wanted to keep it really minimal and quite Greek. I’m not really interested in doing things the 
way you are supposed to do them. In the description, in the stage directions of the play, it describes 
a kind of white picket fence but who cares, you know, we’ve all seen that production and I wasn’t 
interested in doing that. And I wanted a space where it’s about the actors and the performers and 
you can see them. It needs to be a garden, it needs to be a wide-open space, but we wanted it to 
reflect the factory as well. For us, the period comes through the costume, the performances and 
the behaviours, and because it’s such a well-crafted play, you don’t need to rely on those white 
picket fences and benches and what-nottery to tell the story, they do it, so that was the thinking 
behind it for us.

Barrie Hunter on acting in the rain and on the set:

Dan’s got a lovely, luscious mane of hair that actually catches quite a lot of the water as it comes 
down. Sadly, I don’t so I quite often get, my right eye seems to get it an awful lot more […] Other 
than that, it’s actually very helpful. It gives you the drama and the thing to work over and work 
against, so it’s actually very pleasing, I quite enjoy it, and it’s kind of tepidy warm, it’s not freezing 
cold […] It’s very revealing as well. There’s nowhere to hide, there’s nothing to lean against or put 
your drink on or whatever and it’s good because it ends up being not about the tables and the 
chairs and all that, it’s just about the words and the characters and the story.
 

CRITICS QUOTES

Here is a snapshot of responses from the press to All My Sons.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZrcOO8lbb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZrcOO8lbb8
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Dundee University Review of the Arts  |  19 Feb 2019
Hamzah Hussain

Arthur Miller’s post-war family drama, All My Sons is not the first time the Dundee Rep Ensemble has  
taken on work by the American playwright. Their 2017 production of Death of a Salesman was widely 
praised and this their second stab at a Miller play is another success. However, Miller’s play is a first for 
director Jemima Levick whose character-driven approach results in a gripping and emotional production  
that is layered and full of depth.
Set in the 1940s in the Midwestern United States, the story centres on the Keller family as they  
commemorate the loss of Larry Keller, a pilot who went missing during the war. Kate Keller (Irene  
Macdougall), Larry’s mother, believes him to be alive while father Joe (Barrie Hunter) and brother Chris 
(Daniel Cahill) believe otherwise and look to move on with their lives. Through conversations and  
interactions amongst themselves and with their neighbours, we unearth the truth.
All My Sons takes place in the Kellers’ garden, which is made to look bare and brutal: bare trees and  
metal mesh fencing edge the stage’s perimeter with metal chairs turned inwards. The stage is supposed to be 
a home yard but instead resembles a prison yard – which speaks to aspects of the play later. The stage floor 
is covered by black plastic crates- palettes which, as well as adding visual interest, grounds the play further 
and provides a metonymic link to Joe Keller’s factory business. The play’s minimalist set is cold and  
isolating, giving the characters no place to hide. Sparse use of props gives the characters space both physical 
and otherwise to establish the relationships, tensions that are essential to this play’s success. Levick’s  
staging choices tell the audience something about the members of the Keller family, for example the father, 
Joe Keller (Barrie Hunter) spends much of his time centre-stage and is central to the plot. This larger-than-
life character demands our attention, and prevents us from questioning things too much in an attempt to 
remain neutral.
Changes in light and sound design is also used sparingly and help accentuate the play’s shifting moods. 
When the mood is light the stage lighting reflects this, but as the tension ramps up, particularly in a key 
scene between Joe and Chris Keller, we see lighting and effects suggesting a storm to enhance the drama.  
In other moments, sombre music and ambient lighting help draw out the emotions of a mother who  
reminisces about Larry in a moving monologue. The Rep’s considered approach is also seen in the use  
of costumes. Levick visually communicates the personality of her characters through her colour palette.  
Characters with secrets and dubious intentions are clothed darkly, while others who lighten the play’s  
tone are dressed to indicate as much.
Levick’s direction commands more from her cast whose performances are strong across the board, from 
established ensemble members to visiting actors and graduate newcomers alike. Every character has their 
moment, from comedic levity with the Lubeys or Bayliss’ to unsettling dread with the appearance of George 
Deever (Ewan Donald). While the cast handles the dialogue-heavy production with the range and emotion 
necessary to deliver the play’s shocks and reveals, it is the unspoken nuances that resonate the most.The  
cast display a great deal of timing and control with their lines which is needed for certain moments of the 
play; subtle details – fidgeting with a hat or wringing hands – tell the unseen stories between characters.  
A letter with information about Larry is revealed in a slow and measured way that pulls the audience in.
The Rep ensemble starts off its new year with a punch-in-the-gut adaptation of Miller’s classic. By stripping 
back its set design and leaning its weight more heavily on its cast’s performances, All My Sons offers a  
captivating and emotional time at the theatre.
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The Dundee Rep Ensemble has had no small amount of success in tackling Arthur Miller’s 
work of late – its 2017 production of Death of a Salesman was a particular highpoint.

Now the Rep’s former artistic director Jemima Levick has returned to stage Miller’s  
1947 breakthrough play, and has created a piece with poise, tense beauty and resonance.

The Keller family couldn’t be more middle class; amiable patriarch and successful  
business leader Joe (Barrie Hunter) sits out in his garden holding court, mother Kate (Irene 
Macdougall) fusses anxiously around, and handsome son Chris (Daniel Cahill) is the golden 
boy of the neighbourhood, despite his unwitting effect on the marriage of neighbours Jim 
(Antony Strachan) and Sue (Emily Winter).

Yet the arrival of young former neighbour Anne (Amy Kennedy) sets off a slow-moving 
chain reaction. She is the former sweetheart of the Keller’s other son Larry (missing in  
action since the war), yet she and Chris are falling for one another – and with the arrival of 
her vengeful brother George (Ewan Donald), a new level of intrigue opens up concerning 
Joe’s business dealings with their jailed father during the war.

Alex Lowde’s set is weirdly sparse, somehow resembling the forecourt of an upmarket  
garden centre, until some striking weather effects are revealed. With the break in the  
weather comes the crescendo of a compelling, perfectly-pitched riding of Miller’s dramatic 
wave, a sublime ensemble piece that thrills on a human level even as it draws out the play’s 
rich commentary on the nature of capitalism and intergenerational family angst.

The Stage  |  22 Feb 2019
David Pollock
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All My Sons: A powerful revival not to be missed
It’s fair to say that Arthur Miller knew a thing or two about plays.

The 20th century playwright is widely regarded as one of the world’s greatest, crafting  
classics such as The Crucible and A View from the Bridge.

Taking on a work by such an incredible storyteller is a daunting task for any theatre company 
but ,after seeing the Dundee Rep’s award-winning production of Miller’s epic play Death of 
a Salesman in 2017, I knew that their revival of All My Sons was bound to be stunning.  
How right I was.

Set in 1940s America, the play is a fascinating study of a family in crisis. The drama centres 
on the Keller family, who are facing life without their beloved son Larry, who is missing in 
action. Based on a true story, the devastating effects of war and the secrets and lies that hang 
a family together are carefully revealed layer by layer.

The play may have been written over 70 years ago but the heart-breaking journey that  
unravels on stage still feels painfully real and undeniably fresh. With moving dialogue and 
thoroughly gripping scenes, the play captivates its audience, who are unable to tear their  
eyes away from the electric performances.

As always, the stellar Dundee Rep cast are incredible, with stunning turns from Daniel Cahill 
as Chris, Amy Kennedy as Anne and Ewan Donald as George. Barrie Hunter lights up the stage 
as Joe, a man intent on putting the horrors of war behind him, and Irene Macdougall is haunt-
ing as Kate, a mother torn apart, capturing the heart and soul of Miller’s extraordinary play.

With expert direction from Jemima Levick, Dundee Rep’s production of All My Sons is a  
triumph. Fiercely emotional and stunningly beautiful, this powerful revival is not to be missed.

All My Sons is at Dundee Rep until  March 9.

The Courier  |  23 Feb 2019 
Dawn Geddes
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The Times  |  25 Feb 2019
Allan Radcliffe 


Jemima Levick is the ideal person to helm this revival of All My Sons. The former  
artistic director of Dundee Rep has confessed that she wasn’t the greatest admirer of Arthur 
Miller’s first major success when she was asked to return to her former place of work to 
direct the 1947 play. Yet her production does exactly what a good revival of a classic should 
do: it invites its audience to look at a familiar work with fresh eyes.

The first significant departure lies in the staging. Where most revivals tend to place Miller’s 
tragedy within a naturalistic setting, where the clapboard gleams, the summer lawn hisses 
and you can almost taste the homemade grape juice, Alex Lowde’s design is strikingly  
minimalist. The action plays out on a large, open platform encircled by metal trellises and 
skeletal trees, including the one planted for Larry, the Keller family’s elder son, missing in 
action for three-and-a-half years and presumed dead. As the play opens, the tree has been 
uprooted in a storm.

The starkness of this backdrop doesn’t always make sense. The atmosphere is almost wintry 
at times, which jars with descriptions of the sticky mid-western heat, and a sudden downpour 
at the moment of maximum drama feels distracting.

Nonetheless, the simple framework allows for an invigorating emphasis on the detail and  
nuance of the writing and performances. The director choreographs the action beautifully, 
from tense group scenes to the most intimate moments.

Barrie Hunter is low-key and watchful as Joe Keller, the businessman who gets rich off the 
back of selling faulty cylinder heads to the air force (resulting in the deaths of 21 pilots). 
There are strong, sympathetic performances, too, from Daniel Cahill as Chris, Joe’s decent 
younger son, Amy Kennedy as Ann, the daughter of Joe’s incarcerated former partner, who 
seeks release from their families’ shared past, and Irene Macdougall as Kate, Joe’s wife,  
laden down with grief and the knowledge of her husband’s guilt.

A particular strength of Levick’s production is that it pays equal care to peripheral characters, 
including Antony Strachan’s Dr Jim Bayliss, haunted by his youthful idealism, and Emily 
Winter as his resentful wife.
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Jemima Levick directs an accomplished cast in Miller’s tragic drama of the moral bankruptcy of 
post-war American paternalism. Miller’s moralising can be heavy-handed at times, especially for 
an audience cynical of authority. But beyond the clash of father and son, this production shows us 
a mother, paralysed by grief, desperately trying to mitigate the impact of a truth bursting to reveal 
itself on a family already lost to each other.

Joe Keller is the model of a self-made man. Everything he has, he has worked hard for. He had two 
sons. One son, Larry, went missing-in-action in the war and the other son Chris, an army veteran 
himself, is set to inherit the family business. Powerfully played by Barrie Hunter, Joe is the  
embodiment of American masculinity – hard-working, respected by his peers and self-assured.  
But he is concealing a secret. He made a mistake. During the war, pressured by the military hawks, 
he was responsible for allowing faulty aircraft parts to leave his factory. This led to the death of 
twenty-one airmen. At the government inquiry he knowingly let his business partner Steve take the 
rap for his failure. His partner went to prison, leaving Joe scot-free.

Chris (Daniel Cahill), Joe’s idealistic son, has invited Ann (Amy Kennedy), his missing brother’s 
sweetheart, back to the family home. He intends to ask her to marry him. However, Ann is also the 
daughter of Joe’s jailed business partner. Ann’s arrival sparks a series of explosive revelations that 
will not end well.

At the centre of the action is Kate Keller, Joe’s wife and Chris’s mother. Irene MacDougall gives 
an outstanding performance as the matriarch of the group. At times wrapped in grief, at others 
trying to take charge of a situation spiralling out of her control.

Alex Lowde’s design is stark and restrained. The back-yard of the Kellers, where all the action takes 
place, is a sterile space surrounded by dead trees, even in August it seems. Atmospheric, almost 
ambient sounds by David Paul Jones deepen the feeling of sterility and mournfulness that pervades 
the production. The oppressive atmosphere builds with the approaching climax: as Chris and Joe 
confront each other once Joe’s truth breaks out, the storm that’s been rumbling off-stage breaks into a 
torrential downpour, cooling the August heat that’s been brewing in the Keller’s garden.

Dundee Rep’s production of All My Sons, like most of Miller’s theatre is never light drama, but 
it’s like the Ancient Greek tragedies that it nods towards – a cathartic experience that goes with 
you, long after you walk away, satisfied and a little wiser.

Mumble Theatre  |  25 Feb 2019
Mark Mackenzie
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The Scotsman  |  27 Feb 2019
Joyce McMillan


  

In the middle of Arthur Miller’s great 1947 drama All My Sons, the Second World War hero 
Chris Keller – now returned home, and working in his father’s Ohio manufacturing business 
– describes how, amid all the death and tragedy of the war, he felt that one new thing was  
being born; a sense of responsibility and brotherhood between men on which, perhaps,  
a better future could be founded.

It’s therefore particularly poignant – above all for those of us who benefited most from that 
moment of post-war social solidarity – to watch All My Sons being revived now, at a time 
when those post-war societies seem to be in decline, and reverting to the kind of world where 
ideas of family and blood-kinship once again trump our sense of common humanity. 

Jemima Levick’s fine new Rep production – with strikingly bleak designs by Alex Lowde, 
framing the Kellers’ garden as something like a prison exercise yard – gives not an inch to 
the play’s famous picturesque naturalism, focussing instead on the sheer rigour with which 
Miller takes apart an American family idyll based on greed, lies, and a willingness to  
sacrifice the lives of others. Barrie Hunter, Irene Macdougall and Daniel Cahill are all  
intense and magnificent in the central roles of industrialist Joe Keller, his grieving wife Kate, 
and Chris, the surviving son. The rest of the ten-strong ensemble offer equally impressive 
support; and with David Paul Jones’s dark, almost filmic orchestral score and Chris Davey’s 
piercing shafts of light emphasising the sombre mood, this production emerges as a  
memorable and all-too-timely battle between Chris’s hard-won, fragile idealism, and a  
practical brutalism that may have been defeated in 1947, but is now, once again,  
frighteningly in the ascendant. 
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Jemima Levick confesses to little familiarity with Arthur Miller’s 1947 classic before  
returning to her old stamping ground to direct it. Hard to believe, given her outstanding  
production of the modern tragedy where the American Dream is an ineluctable nightmare.

Beautifully paced, it sensitively builds to its tragic climax as the terrible secret from the past 
that haunts the Keller family is revealed. Father Joe’s business is aircraft parts, and during 
the war he gave the order for defective cylinder heads to be shipped out to the Air Force, 
resulting in the death of 21 pilots.

Barrie Hunter takes a restrained approach in creating the role from ordinary Joe, sitting in  
his backyard, to tragic anti-hero. He flails about as the truth emerges, trying to exculpate 
himself—it was a mistake, wartime racketeering is ok, he did it for his son—until he accepts 
the wide-ranging consequences of his actions.

Irene Macdougall is magnificent as his wife Kate, who insists that their son Larry, a pilot 
missing in action, is still alive. Anything else is unthinkable. The pain of her situation is 
beautifully realised by Macdougall in her portrait of a devastated mother.

Finally, Joe’s guilt is out but in a devastating blow, the cause of Larry’s death is revealed 
with the arrival of his ex. Ensemble graduate Amy Kennedy gives a fine performance as 
Anne, trapped in a vortex of emotion.

Daniel Cahill is Chris Keller, the other son who came back from war where all his company 
were killed. He is criticised for his idealism. Cahill handles the key father-son scene where 
the truth emerges with a moving blend of rage and sorrow.

Levick has assembled an excellent cast who are curiously placed on a set resembling a  
playground rather than a backyard.

David Paul Jones’ music is perfect, emphasising the tragedy unfolding but never  
overwhelming.

Across The Arts  |  27 Feb 2019
Joy Watters
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Life appears to be very much elsewhere at the start of Jemima Levick’s stately revival of 
Arthur Miller’s devastating dissection of truth, honour and the wider consequences of  
ignoble actions. It’s there in the broken tree that lies bare and leafless in the dirt of Alex 
Lowde’s fortress-like and barely domestic exterior, flanked by its similarly barren brothers 
who loom large at what is effectively ringside as if guarding a tomb.

It’s there too in the slow-motion chimes of David Paul Jones’ sepulchral score, which seems 
to hang hazily in the air like the ghost of Joe and Kate Keller’s unseen son Larry, missing in 
action during the Second World War three and a half years before.

Most of all, the anguish of absence is etched onto the face of Irene Macdougall as Kate,  
who wanders through her half-life with a brittle and broken martyrdom. If she ever faced 
up to the truth of what happened when her husband’s aircraft engine factory let planes fly 
with defective parts, she would shatter into a million tear-stained pieces. It’s a wonderfully 
nuanced performance by Macdougall, capturing all the desperate sense of barely keeping it 
together following the loss of a loved one.

Into this arena are hurled a mesh of intertwining emotional curveballs, be it from Joe and 
Kate’s other son Chris (Daniel Cahill) and Larry’s girl Anne (Amy Kennedy), the seemingly 
peppy daughter of Joe’s partner who ended up in prison. Then there is Anne’s angry brother 
George, played with down-at-heel obsessiveness by Ewan Donald. At the centre of this is 
Barrie Hunter’s Joe, whose surface bluffness eventually reveals him as the vulnerable stooge 
of a system where making a buck is all that counts, and everything else is collateral damage.

In this sense, Hunter’s performance and Levick’s production overall deconstructs the play’s 
inherent machismo. Yet beyond its comments on how capitalism corrupts if you push good 
men and women into corners enough, it cuts to the over-riding humanity of that. Like the  
aircraft engines, the Kellers are damaged goods, destined never to fly again. The crash, when 
it comes, points up a failure of collective responsibility for each other that highlights an  
ideology broken from the top down.

The Herald  |  28 Feb 2019
Neil Cooper
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The Sunday Herald  |  3 Mar 2019
Mark Brown 


The dramatic poignancy of Arthur Miller’s 1947 play All My Sons has never been in doubt. 
The piece is a powerful exploration of the tension between patriotism and commerce in the 
United States. However, it is also a classical tragedy of brutal, cosmic justice worthy of 
Sophocles or Euripides.

The drama centres on the family of wealthy industrialist Joe Keller, whose company  
supplied cracked engine cylinders to the US military during the Second World War, leading 
to the deaths of 21 American airmen. Although originally imprisoned for the crime, Keller 
was later exonerated. Meanwhile, his former business partner Steve Deever languishes in 
jail, having been found solely responsible.

This story of commercial skulduggery intersects agonisingly with the fact that one of 
Keller’s sons (wartime pilot Larry) is missing in action, presumed dead.

In the hands of a lesser dramatist Miller’s series of interwoven subplots might seem  
impossibly overwrought. However, crafted by, arguably, the greatest ever American  
tragedian, they amount to a powerful masterpiece.

That director Jemima Levick’s production fails to measure up to the play’s immense stature 
has nothing to do with the impressive cast or, indeed, David Paul Jones’s lovely, emotive  
musical score. Invidious though it is to highlight any actor among the strong ensemble,  
particular plaudits are due to Barrie Hunter, who gives a memorable, soul-shuddering  
performance as Joe Keller, a man broken by the fractured logic of dog-eat-dog capitalism.

The glaring defect of the production (as fatal as the cracks in Joe Keller’s airplane engines) 
is designer Alex Lowde’s horribly misconceived set. Ugly, distracting and pointless in its 
non-naturalism, it requires the cast to perform on a stage built of black, plastic pallets.

To either side of the stage (standing in for garden hedges) are nasty metal grates such as one 
might expect to find around an old community basketball court in the former Soviet Union. 
This catastrophic design places a series of almost insurmountable visual obstacles between 
the theatregoer and one of the finest American dramas of the 20th century.



The Skinny  |  12 Mar 2019
Mirren Wilson  


There’s always a certain energy that comes with an Arthur Miller play and this 
Dundee Rep production of All My Sons deserves the hype.

It’s a few years after World War II. Joe is a successful businessman, after supplying the US Air 
Force with engines and parts. He now lives an image of the American Dream with his wife 
Kate and son Chris. But the war took its toll on the Keller family. Their other son, Larry, has 
been missing for three or so years, leaving them in limbo. How do they move on as a family? 
Or can they move on? This complex family drama is layered with danger as visitors from the 
past arrive with old and new problems that threaten to shake the Kellers to the core.

Alex Lowde’s simplistic set – cold, jail-like, grey – perfectly pitches the tone for the piece, 
with a cagey frame and several barren trees. It’s extremely spacious and exposing, allowing 
the actors to be our only focus whilst emphasising the vulnerability of the characters and the 
fragility of their situation.

The cast are just electric. Irene Macdougall’s broken matriarch Kate carries you through the 
grief of the play with such gut and honesty. Her voice is so deep and rich in emotion that all 
of her anxiety, hope and desperation comes out as she clings to the signs of Larry being alive. 
Macdougall’s Kate matched with Barrie Hunter’s Joe is quite the exhilarating marriage. Hunt-
er is full of subtext with some lovely touches of subtle panic but he truly shines at the climax 
of Act Two (add some onstage rain and it’s the most thrilling moment). 

Director Jemima Levick has done a wonderful job of pinpointing the moments of drama, es-
tablishing the many conflicts, kept pace and surfaced the many secrets. The tension snowballs 
from start to finish and it’s a most exciting watch that shows exactly what Scottish theatre has 
to offer. For die-hard Arthur Miller fans, or those new to his work, this is one you have to 
experience.
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